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What is the goal of the new LMS?

Mission: Replace AtlasPro LMS with commercial LMS at lower cost

Current AtlasPro LMS
- GOTS solution
- DAU system for 13+ years

LMS Project Charter:
- Procure commercial LMS product
- Install & configure LMS within enterprise infrastructure
- Migrate student records, curricula, survey, & test materials
- Prepare students & faculty for use
Where are we now?

Phase 1 – Planning and Procurement (complete)
System Integrator: Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc
Solution: Cornerstone OnDemand

Phase 2 – Configuration (in progress)
Why Cornerstone and Booz Allen?

- Most robust & modern LMS available
- Integrator with in-depth knowledge of DAU
- Cornerstone is a global leader in cloud-based learning & development software
- Leading Software as a Service (SaaS), FedRAMP authorized
- Over 3,000+ customers worldwide, 30+ million users
- **Corporate**, academic, & government clients
Status Details

• Contract awarded: August 1
• Decision sprints brief to stakeholders: August 3
• BPR process defined, tool to capture input
• SaaS development environment delivered: August 18
• Initial DAU LMS branding implemented
• Single sign-on integration complete
• Decision sprints 2 of 9 complete
• Weekly progress shown via demonstrations
• Risks & opportunities identified early
Student Benefits

• Improved user experience
• Course catalog within system
• Faster data transfer with other DAU systems
• Mobile ready – secure & friendly
• Platform agnostic and no plugin requirements
• Personalized suggestions for learning
DAU Benefits

- Software as a Service (cloud) infrastructure – grows as we grow
- Proven, stable solution
- Keep current with learning & development proven practices
- New features released quarterly
- Opportunity to consolidate existing systems & processes
- Lower ownership cost
- Easy exit
- Integration with existing & future business systems
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